The Ultimate

Sermon
Preparation Checklist

No two preachers prepare sermons exactly the same way. However, there
are certain practices that everyone agrees are essential. Skip any of these
key, preparatory steps, and your message will suffer (and so will you and your
congregation).
With those realities in mind, Sermonary presents this short checklist for wise
sermon preparation.
We can’t make any iron-clad promises, but we can report this: Experienced
preachers tell us that when they do the following things…in roughly this
order…the results are more likely to honor God, impact people, and bring
more joy to their own souls.
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Sermon Prep Part 1

Seeing What The Passage Says
Pray.

Ask God for ears to hear and eyes to see. Ask him to purify your heart and give you wisdom.
Then pray young Samuel’s prayer, “Speak, Lord, for your servant is listening” (1 Samuel 3:9).

Resist the ever-present temptation to take shortcuts.

Instead of immediately turning to commentaries, books, or online sermons to see what other
people have said about your text or topic, take time to listen directly to God. Have a personal,
firsthand encounter with the Word; not the indirect, secondhand experience of reading
someone else’s words about the Word.

Read your passage.

Read it multiple times, ideally in different translations.

Note everything you see.

Observe the text like a good detective examines a crime scene. Jot down interesting words,
phrases that jump out at you, divine commands and promises, any questions your passage raises.

Consider the context.

Bible passages were written in a variety of settings and genres. Bad interpretations and
crazy applications are what happen when we divorce passages from their literary or historical
contexts.

Consult other sources.

After your initial study, check out lexicons that shed light on the meaning of Hebrew or Greek
words used in the original text; Bible encyclopedias and atlases; and finally commentaries and
books in which respected scholars/pastors/authors offer their interpretation of passages. Be
discerning as you read and study, and continue to…

Write down anything that seems pertinent.

You won’t use all these facts, insights, or quotes, but they will help you gain a richer,
broader understanding of this passage and its meaning.

Determine the “Big Idea” of the passage.

Put words to the main point the text is teaching, the overarching takeaway. (Note: Here, be more
concerned with being accurate than being eloquent.)

Check in with someone.

Bounce the ideas you’re gleaning from your study off a ministry colleague or mentor to make sure
you’re on target.
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Sermon Prep Part 2

Sharing what the passage says
Now that you’ve got a good answer to the question, “What’s God’s message in/through this passage?” it’s
time to wrestle with the question, “What’s the most effective way for me to share that message?”

Get “sticky.”

Turn your “Big Idea” into a concise, compelling statement (e.g., “Faithfulness leads to
fruitfulness” for Galatians 6:9). This is the idea you will repeat multiple times in your message.
Your goal is to “stick” this truth in the minds/hearts of your audience. Good preachers know
that good preaching involves the element of memorization.

Think about applications.

Ask, “What does my congregation need to do (James 1:22) with this message?” Complete the
sentence, “As a result of this message, I want us to…”

Outline your message.

Write out the 2-4 key points or truths from the passage that combine to give the “Big Idea.”

Craft a sermon introduction.

A good sermon intro: (a) gets attention; and (b) makes an audience think, “I really need
to listen to this.” Create interest and a sense of urgency by talking about a problem your
audience struggles with.

Write a conclusion to your message.

A good conclusion will summarize or review your message and then call the audience to take
action. Paint a picture of what life could be like if only people took this truth to heart.

Gather illustrations.

Find interesting quotes, relevant stories, or personal anecdotes that will help clarify the points
you are making in your message.

Write the body of the sermon.

Take your bare-bones outline and put some meat on it. If you don’t manuscript the entire
message word-for-word, at least write down the key ideas you want to communicate—and the
illustrations you plan to use—under each outline point.
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Solicit some feedback.

This is huge. If you can get your sermon written by, say, Wednesday night, ask other staff
members, a spouse, or a lay leader to read it and tell you if it’s clear, biblically accurate,
theologically solid, practical, and engaging.

Create slides.

(e.g., PowerPoint, Keynote, Pro Presenter, etc.)

Practice.

Verbally preach through your message at least once, preferably twice. Time yourself. Get a
sense for which parts drag on too long, and what needs tweaking or clarifying.

Pray some more.

				

Ask God to fill you with his Spirit (Ephesians 5:18) and to use you as he sees fit.
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Remember, if God has called you to preach, he will enable you. As the old saying goes, “Where
God guides, he provides!” He will do his part to help you grow and get better. So do your part.
Keep working at it. Accept helpful feedback from your team and community. Faithfulness leads to
fruitfulness!
If you’d like more help in planning, writing, and delivering effective sermons in less time, visit us at
sermonary.com.
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